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[57] ABSTRACT

A grinding arrangement for spiral fluted ball nose end
mills and like tools includes a tool holder for position-
ing the tool relative to a grinding wheel. The tool is
mounted in a spindle within the tool holder for rota-
tion about its centerline and the tool holder is pivota-
bly mounted for angular movement about an axis
which intersects that centerline. A follower arm of a
cam follower secured to the spindle cooperates with a
specially shaped cam to provide rotation of the tool
during the angular movement of the tool holder during
the grinding cycle, by an amount determined by the
cam profile. In this way the surface of the cutting edge
in contact with the grinding wheel is maintained at the
same height on the grinding wheel throughout the an^
gular movement of the tool holder during the grinding
cycle.

4 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures
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GRINDING ARRANGEMENT FOR BALL NOSE a leveling device which levels the flutes with respect to
MILLING CUTTERS the ball nose radius generating rotation of the tool

holder. The follower arm is then connected to the tool

nBH-MW HF THF IMVPMTION h°'der a"d *" ind'CatOr 'S PlaCed On ̂  faCe °f the cut'ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 5 tmg edge rf the too, at the c£nter ^ ho,der fc rotated

The invention described herein was made by an em- angularly as described above and the indicator is main-
ployee of the United States Government and may be tained at zero. The indicator in question is a commer-
manufactured and used by or for the Government for cially available instrument which provides for transfer
governmental purposes without the payment of any of the movement of a surface of mass at its contact
royalties thereon or therefor. 1 0 point to a dial which produces a visual indication of the

Pini r» rn: THP iMVK\rnr»w movement. At closely spaced intervals during the rota-
MtLU ur i Mt IN v tiN I IUIN tion of ^ hoider^ a carn plate is suitably marked and

The present invention relates to grinders for cutting the cam profile cut from these markings. A cam so pro-
tools and, more particularly, to an improved grinding duced is, of course, suitable for use in grinding all simi-
arrangement which enables high precision grinding of 15 lar cutting tools having the same spiral angle.
spiral fluted ball nose milling cutters and the like. The tool holder cam follower apparatus preferably

HA/-if/~Dru IMP* r»c -run iwvcKrrir>M includes an indexing device which indexes the holderBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION for each flute ^ ^ ^ aftgr Qne flutg js

Fluted cutting tools such as spiral fluted end mills and ground the next is indexed into position.
the like present serious difficulties in grinding or re- 20 Other features and advantages of the invention will
grinding the cutting edges, where high precision is nee- be set forth in, or apparent from, the detailed descrip-
essary. This is a particular problem in relatively small tion of a preferred embodiment found hereinbelow.

"WF MSOUFIION Of THE DRAWINGS
fact, because of this it has been found necessary in 25 FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a grinding arrange-
order to provide this precision to return the cutting ment for ball nose end mill or cutter in accordance with
tools to the manufacturer for re:grinding. Hence, a def- a presently preferred embodiment of the invention, il-
inite need existed prior to the present invention for a lustrating the general layout of the elements,
relatively simple and inexpensive grinding arrangement FIG. 2 is a plan view of a portion of the arrangement
which would be capable of providing high precision 30 of FIG. 1 illustrating the tool holder and grinder;
grinding of end mills and other cutters presenting irreg- FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of the tool holder of
ular or difficult to grind cutting surfaces, such as those FIG. 2; • .
presented by spiral fluted cutting tools. FIG. 4 is an end elevational view of the tool holder

c i i K j k j A D v r»ir TUC iMwcwTiriM taken generally along line IV— IV of FIG. 3;
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 35 F I G S is a side elevational view of a ball nose end

In accordance with the invention, a grinding arrange- mil l ; , .
ment is provided which permits highly accurate, preci- FIG. 6 is a perspective view, with portions cut away,
sion grinding of end mills and similar cutting tools. The illustrating the arrangement used in producing the con-
arrangement is particularly adapted to enable high pre- trol cam mentioned above;
cision grinding of tools of this type which include multi- 40 FIG. 7 is a side elevational view of the leveling device
pie spiral flutes, such tools, as discussed above, causing shown in FIG. 6; and
particularly difficult grinding or re-grinding problems FIG. 8 is an end view of a detail of the leveling device
because of the irregular surfaces presented thereby. of FIG. 7 showing the face of the device.

« D™^ D ESCR= ̂  PREFERRED
angle by using the edge of a standard grinding wheel, EMBODIMENT
by raising or lowering the axis of the grinding wheel Referring to FIG. 1, a grinding or re-grinding ar-
above or below the centerline of the cutting tool, thus rangement for a ball nose milling or cutting tool, or end
providing a conical type relief which has uniform clear- mill, is shown. The arrangement, which is generally de-
ance around the entire profile of the cutting edge of the noted 10, includes a tool holder 12 for an end mill 14
tool. One end of the tool holder is rotatable about a and a grinder 16. Grinder 16 includes a conventional
vertical axis which intersects, and is perpendicular to, "straight" grinding wheel 18 driven by an electric
the centerline of the tool. Because of the spiral flutes motor 20. A handwheel 22 controls the elevation of the
in the cutting tools, a tool holder is provided which en- wheel 18 with respect to tool holder 12. The grinder 16
ables rotation of the cutting tool about its centerline so and associated. positional controls are of conventional
that the point on the cutting edge that is being ground construction and further description thereof is deemed
is maintained at the same height on the grinding wheel unnecessary.
as the tool holder is moved angularly, i.e., rotated, dur- Both tool holder 12 and grinder 16 are mounted on
ing the cutting cycle. The tool holder includes a fol- a table 24. Tool holder 12 includes a carriage portion
lower arm which contacts a control cam which, as the 26 which is slidably mounted for reciprocal longitudi-
tool holder is moved angularly, causes the cutting tool nal movement along a keyway 28 formed on a base
to rotate an amount dictated by the shape of the cam, plate 30 rigidly secured to table 24. The travel of car-
i.e., by the cam profile, and which is designed to keep riage 26 along keyway 28 is limited by a pair of end
the cutting edge of the tool in contact with the same 65 stops 32 and 34.
point on the grinding wheel at all times. Carriage 26 of tool holder 12, which can best be seen

The cam profile is designed to match the spiral angle in FIGS. 2 and 3, includes a quadrant-shaped base plate
of the flutes for each cutter size and is determined using 36 (see FIG. 2) having a depending key (not shown)
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which rides in the keyway 28 mentioned above. Tool indexing collar 74, follower 76 including ah annular
holder 12 further includes an elongate support member body portion 76a including a recess 766 in the forward
38 which is pivotably mounted at one end thereof at the face thereof in which collar 74 is received and a fol-
vertex of base plate 36 for rotation about a vertical lower arm portion 76c extending outwardly from the
shaft, the threaded end of which, denoted 40, is shown 5 body portion 76a (see also FIG. 2). The cam follower
in FIG. 3. Suitable means such as a nut 42 and a washer 76 also includes an aperture 76d which can be selec-
44 prevent disengagement of support member 38 from tively aligned with apertures 740 of indexing collar 74.
shaft 40. As is shown in FIG. 4, support member 38 is The apertures when so aligned cooperate with an in-
substantially rectangular in cross section and includes dexing pin 78 so that the movement of cam follower 76
upwardly extending parallel flanges or rails 38a and 10 is transmitted to screw shaft 68 and, with pin 67 disen-
38* integral therewith which form a V-way 46 therebe- gaged) ultimately to collet chuck 64 and end mill 14.
tween. . This movement of cam follower 76 is determined by

Tool holder 12 also includes a second, toolholding or a cam pjate go which is detachably secured to the
tool-carrying carriage 48 which is slidably mounted for curved edge of base plate 36 by suitable means such as
reciprocal longitudinal movement along support mem- 15 screws or ^^ 82. The free end pf a follower pin 84 se-
ber 38, carriage 48 including a downwardly depending, cured to foi|ower arm 76c engages the upper, camming
dove-tailed flange portion 48a which rides in V-way 46. edge surface of cam plate 80 to sense the cam contour.
Thus, carnage 48 is positionable both angularly and ra- ^ can ^^ ^ Kea in FI(J 2> a pajr of control or ,imit

dially with respect to grinder 16. The radial or longitu- screws 85 and ^ respectively mounted in brackets 88
dmal position of carriage 48 is controlled by an adjust- 20 an{, ̂  located ^pceiA the straight sides of base plate
ment screw 50 (see FIG. 3) through a control knob 52. 36 form adjustable stops which limit the angular of ar-
Adjustment screw 50 is threadably received in a longi- cuate movement of support member 38.
tudinal bore 54 in carriage 48. As shown in FIG. 3, the ^ discussed hereinabove, because end mills such as
portion of bore 54 in which screw 50 is received is of shown at u include ifa, flutes corresponding to those
reduced cross section with respect to the remainder of 25 ̂ ^ ^ ̂  .^^ 3 ̂  such ^ ^
the bore the entire carraige 48 acting as a traveling ticu)ar rindi blems The apparatus described
nut and riding along screw 50 responsive to rotation above ^ ^ ^ too,g {o £ sha d or re.
thereof. Screw 50 ,s rigidly affixed to knurled knob 52 £to ise geomet^ical toierances Using a stan-
which includes an associated graduated scale portion *ard ̂ ^ grinding wheel 18 and raising and lower-
52<z for providing an indication of the longitudinal posi- M . .. . ? , .,„ , . . • .f ...
tionofcarriage48.Knob52andscrew50arerota{ably '"8 the axis of wheel 18 above or below the centerlme

- . . - - . . . ,0. , , . e, ,. . of end mill 14. In particular, cam 80 controls rotationmounted on support member 38 by_a bracket 56 wh.ch, a £ j
itself, is rigidly secured to member 38 by suitable ,. . .. . . • , , , , . , .
means such'as screws (not shown). 64? such tha< end ™U,14 *"?* .T'f5 ^

The tool carrying portion of tool-holder carriage 48 35 Pomt on grinding wheel as holder 12 ,s being rotated
includes an integral, cylindrical mounting sleeve 58 in about vertical shatt «0. . . . . 0-
which is mounted a cylindrical spindle 60. As shown in u

Cam.80 * P™^ us'ng the %>*l™l device 92
FIG. 3, spindle 60 has a longitudinal bore 62 which show" ln f\G* 6 to *• As sho_wn ln FIG' 7' levellnS de'
therethrough the forward end of which is shaped to re- Vlce 92 includes an elon8ate ̂ y P°rtlon 94 '"cludrng

ceive a standard collet chuck 64, the chuck 64, in turn, 40 sultable means ^presented by apertures 96 for secur-
supporting the end mill 14. As shown in FIG. 3, end ln8te device to suPP°rt member 38 at a location proxi-
mill 14 includes spiral grooves or ttutes 14a in the sur- mate to shaft 40 M shown in FIG- 6'and a head Portion

face thereof and te shank end 14ft, the opposite end 98- Head 98 includes integral, specially shaped lands
from the ball nose end 14c (see FIG. 5), is, of course, 98a and 98b whlch'with leveling device 92 mounted on
received in collet 64. The threaded end Ma of collet 45 holder 12 as shown in FIG. 8, engage the flutes of the
chuck 64, which is shown in phantom lines in FIG. 3, end mill 14 and provide proper positioning of the flutes
is received in the threaded end of a bore 66a in a collet with respect to cam 80 and follower pin 84. To produce
locking nut 66, this end portion also being shown in tne desired cam contour, a reference end mill which
FIG. 3. The annular head 66b of locking nut 66 is lo- corresponds to tool 14 and which has been previously
cated rearwardly of the end of spindle 60 as shown. Nut 50 ground to the Prec»se geometrical specifications de-
66 is secured to a locking screw 68 by suitable means sired is mounted in holder 12 and leveling device 92 is
(not shown). Rotation of screw 68 causes correspond- mounted as described above to provide leveling of the
ing rotation of locking nut 66, and consequent longitu- flutes of tool 14. With leveling device 92 so mounted,
dinal movement of collet 64, to release or tighten the the cam follower 76 is mounted on indexing collar or
hold on end mill 12. A locking pin or screw 67 extends annulus 74 and an indicator (not shown) is placed on
through a hole or aperture 58a in sleeve 58 into an the cutting edge of tool 14 at the center. The tool
aligned hole 60a in spindle 60 to prevent rotation of the holder 12 is then rotated, i.e., moved angularly,
latter with respect to sleeve 58. Thus, rotation of shaft through the cycle and the indicator, which, as de-
68 will, by acting through collet locking nut 66, cause 6Q scribed above, provides an indication of a surface rela-
opening and closing of collet 64 as described. live to its contact point, is kept on zero. In this way the

Locking screw 68 terminates in a knurled control surface of the cutting edge is maintained at the same
knob 70, and includes an integral retaining collar 72 height throughout the angular movement of the tool
which limits the axial movement of screw 68. An index- holder during the construction cycle of the cam. At
ing collar 74 also shown in phantom lines in FIG. 3, is 65 closely spaced intervals in the cycle, circles are in-
mounted on screw shaft 68 and includes four equally scribed on the cam plate 80. These circles are then
spaced indexing holes or apertures two of which de- faired with a spline and cut out so as to produce a cam
noted 74a are shown. A cam follower 76 is mounted on contour of the desired shape. It will be appreciated that
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the cam so produced can be used in grinding all cutting
tools with the same spiral fluting.

To briefly consider the overall operation of the appa-
ratus of the invention, with the grinding wheel 18
mounted on grinder 16 and the tool 14 to be ground or 5
reground inserted into chuck 64 in tool holder 12, the
centerline of the grinding wheel 18 is raised or lowered
a predetermined amount above the centerline of cutter
14. A cam 80 is then selected having a profile which
matches the helix or spiral of the cutter fluting 14a. The 10
cam.80 is then mounted to the tool holder 12, and in
particular to base 36, using screws 82. Leveling device
92 is then mounted on tool holder 12 and, as described
above, the flutes 14a of cutter 14 are leveled. The cam
follower 76 is then mounted on tool holder 12, and, in 15
particular on indexing collar 74, and follower pin 84 is
placed in contact with cam 80. The pin 84 is positioned
on the high point of cam 80 and the tool holder is
locked using locking screw 68. The leveling device 92
is then removed and the grinding wheel 18 moved into 20
position. With the side flute of the cutter 14 parallel to
the edge of the grinding wheel 18, the pivot point of
cutter 14 can be set for the desired radius by moving
grinder 16. The grinding wheel 18 is then started by en-
ergizing motor 20 and the cutter 14 is moved forward 25
using knob 52 to remove the required metal from the
cutter. After the first flute is ground, index pin 78 is
pulled and the holder 12 is rotated to cut the next flute.

Although the invention has been described with re- 30
spect to a presently preferred, exemplary embodiment
thereof it will be understood that variations and modifi-
cations may be effected in this embodiment without de-
parting from the scope and spirit of the invention.

I claim: 35
1. A grinding arrangement for ball nose end mills and

like cutting tools comprising:
a support table,
a grinder means fixedly supported by said table and

including a grinding wheel and means for adjusting 40
the elevation of said wheel relative to said support
table,

a first base plate secured to said support table and
provided with a.keyway on an exposed surface
thereof, 45

an arcuately shaped carriage member slidably keyed
to said keyway in said first base plate,

a vertically extending plate having one end config-
ured and attached to said arcuate carriage member

and the opposite end thereof provided with a cam
surface, •

a second base plate pivotally attached at one end to
said carriage member with the opposite end thereof
being free and movable about the pivoted end to
span the arcuate area within sid vertically extend-
ing plate,

a keyway formed in the upper surface of said second
base plate,

tool holder means having a rectangular base keyed
and slidably disposed within said keyway in said
second base plate and a hollow cylindrical sleeve
portion integral with said rectangular base,

said hollow cylindrical sleeve portion having a cylin-
drical spindle mounted coaxially therein and pro-
vided with a longitudinal bore therethrough,

a ^coljet^chuck disposed at one_end of said j>pindle
and adapted to retain a spiral fluted ball nose end
mill therein in position for engaging said grinding
wheel,

cam follower means disposed on the opposite end of
said spindle and having structure thereon adapted
to bear against said cam surface,

said cam surface having a profile shaped in accor-
dance with the grinding surface presented by the
tool to thereby cause rotation of said spindle and
attached ball mill as said second base plate is piv-
oted to keep the spiral flute of said ball mill in
contact with the grinding wheel during a resharp-
ening grinding operation thereof.

2. The grinding arrangement of claim 1 and further
including indexing means for indexing the rotational
position of said tool holder in accordance with the por-
tion of the tool surface contour being ground.

3. The grinding arrangement of claim 2 wherein said
indexing means includes means defining circumferen-
tially spaced apertures in the tool holder, means defin-
ing an indexing aperture in said cam follower and a de-
tachable indexing pin for aligning said indexing aper-
ture in said cam follower with a selected tool holder ap-
erture.

4. The grinding arrangement of the claim 1 and fur-
ther including adjustment means for positioning said
carriage member relative to said first base plate and
lock means associated therewith to lock said carriage
member in the desired position along said keyway in
said base plate.
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